
Type: Official Scenario Any versus Any

Briefing:The Castle Ksiaz is a cursed and haunt-
ed place, full of terrible memories. Union HQ is 
very clear on the mission: Burn it to the ground! 
Obscura Korps orders are as follows: put out any 
fires and maintain our link to the Cardinal Point!

Game Board: Castle Ksiaz

Difficulty Level: Hard

Game Mode: Story Mode

Necessary Materials: 
Tannhäuser Board Game
5 debris tokens
5 smoke tokens

Setup:Separate the crate tokens into equipment 
and victory points.
Mix the equipment tokens up and place 5 face 
down on the map as shown
Mix the victory point tokens up and place 5 face 
down on the crate circles
Place the 5 debris tokens as shown on the map

Game Objective:Set the castle on fire and 
escape from its depths.

 
 

Special Rules:The initiative roll determines 
the objectives. The winner is player 1 and enters 
through the front door. Player 2 enters from the 
stairwell.
To start a fire, and place a smoke token, a model 
must be adjacent to a crate token and use its ac-
tion phase to start the fire. A model may not start 
a fire if an opposing model is adjacent to the same 
crate token.
To put out a fire, a model must be next to a smoke 
token and use their action phase to put out the 
fire. A fire can not be put out if a model of the op-
posing team is adjacent to the same smoke token. 
If the fire is put out, replace the smoke token with 
a debris token. Debris token may not be crossed, 
but they do not block line of sight. Grenades may 
not be thrown onto debris tokens.
If a model chooses to simply open the crate the 
circle no longer blocks movement.

Note Concerning Voïvodes:Voïvodes may 
not start nor put out fires. Two of them count as 
one model, so they must leave in pairs to gain the 
victory condition.

Victory Conditions:When player 1 places 5 
smoke tokens and has a model leave via player 2’s 
entry point.
When player 2 has put out 5 fires and has a model 
leave via player 1’s entry point.
When all models of one side are eliminated.

Operation: Smoke On The Water


